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The present paper introduces the notion of “interval queries” on object histories and explores 
a certain closure property. In particular, conditions are provided under which an interval query 
applied to object histories described by one “computational-tuple sequence scheme” (CSS) 
yields, as its answer, the set of all object histories which can be described by another CSS. 
0. Introduction 
In an earlier paper [3], the present authors introduced a record-based data model 
for describing historical data for objects (here called “object histories”). The major 
construct in the model is a “computational-tuple sequence scheme” (CSS), which 
specifies the set of all possible “valid” object histories for the same type of object. The 
purpose of the current paper is to introduce the notion of “interval queries” on object 
histories and to explore a certain closure property. (Interval queries are those queries 
which return an interval (history) from a given object history.) In particular, we 
provide conditions under which an interval query applied to object histories described 
by one CSS yields, as its answer, the set of all object histories which can be described 
by another CSS. 
Informally, an object history is a historical record of an object. (Here, each object 
stands for an individual “thing” or “entity”, such as a specific person’s checking 
account, a specific professor’s seminar, etc.) An object history is viewed as a sequence 
of occurrences, each occurrence consisting of some input data and, possibly, some 
calculation. (For example, in a checking-account history, one occurrence might be, in 
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part, the amount to be deposited or withdrawn, together with the computation of the 
new balance and new daily minimum balance.) In our model, each object history is 
represented as a sequence of tuples (over the same attributes), called a “computation- 
tuple sequence”. A CSS is a construct which defines the set of all possible “valid” 
computation-tuple sequences. (For example, a CSS for objects of the type “checking 
account” specifies the set of all possible “valid” individual checking-account histories.) 
A CSS consists of 
(Al) A set of attributes, partitioned into state, input, and evaluation attributes; 
(62) Functions which calculate values for state and evaluation attributes; 
(63) Semantic onstraints whose satisfaction is to hold uniformly throughout a com- 
putation-tuple sequence; and 
(A4) A set of computation-tuple sequences of bounded length with which to start 
a valid computation-tuple sequence until all state and evaluation functions can 
be applied. 
For our purposes, queries on object histories are just functions which map one 
object history to another. “Interval” queries are those queries which, when applied to 
an object history, return an interval (i.e., a consecutive subsequence) of that object 
history. Many real-life queries on object histories turn out to be interval queries. (Two 
examples are “Retrieve the initial portion of Smith’s checking-account history up to 
the first time the balance exceeds $10000”; and “Retrieve that portion of Smiths 
checking-account history dealing with June, 1983”.) The main question addressed 
here is the following: “Given an interval query q and CSS T, when does there exist 
a CSS T’ such2 that VSEQ(T’) = q(VSEQ(T))?” [VSEQ(T) denotes the set of all 
possible valid object histories defined by T.] 
Clearly, an interval query q over an underlying CSS T may be regarded as a view 
[l, 51, denoted by (q, T) and called an “interval view”. All the valid object histories of 
this view are represented by q(VSEQ(T)). The existence of a CSS T’ such that 
VSEQ( T’) = q( VSEQ( T)) in the above question is important in at least two interval- 
view management problems. Firstly, it provides a solution to the “Interval-View 
Update Problem” [2]. (Let (q, T) be an interval view. Suppose a valid object history 
U in q( VSEQ( T)) is updated to U’. The update is valid if and only if there exists a valid 
object history U” of T such that U’ = q(P). If there exists a T’ such that 
VSEQ(T’) = q(VSEQ(T)), then it suffices to verify whether or not ti’ is in VSEQ(T’).) 
And secondly, it plays a role in optimizing interval queries on interval views. (Let 
(q, T) be an interval view and q’ an interval query over q(VSEQ(T)). Suppose there 
exists a CSS T’ such that VSEQ(T’) = q(VSEQ(T)). As in relational databases, e.g., 
[4], a number of optimization techniques which depend on some knowledge of the 
underlying constraints (in T’) can be applied.) 
’ It is to be understood that T and T’ have the same attributes, with each attribute in T playing the same 
role in T’, i.e., input, state and evaluation attributes in T remain input, state and evaluation attributes resp. 
in T’. 
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The paper itself is divided into four sections and two appendices (of proofs). 
Section 1 reviews the object-history model and introduces interval queries. Section 
2 provides necessary and sufficient conditions on an arbitrary interval query q and 
CSS T such that q(VSEQ(T)) = VSEQ(T’) for some CSS T’. Two results are 
established. The first is for the case when T’ has the same computation functions as T, 
and the second when T’ may have computation functions different from those of T. 
Section 3 concerns a special class of interval queries, called “prefix” queries. (These 
are queries which return an “initial” subsequence, i.e., a prefix, of an object history.) 
Two kinds of prefix queries q are presented such that for each CSS T there exists 
a CSS T’ satisfying VSEQ(T’) = q(VSEQ(T)), with T and T’ having the same 
computation functions. An example of a prefix query of the first kind is “Retrieve the 
initial “half” of Smith’s checking-account history”. An example of the second kind is 
“Retrieve the initial part of Smith’s checking-account history which ends at the second 
deposit transaction whose amount is greater than $2000, or everything if no such 
transaction exists”. 
Section 4 considers another important class of interval queries, the “suffix” queries. 
(These are queries which return a suffix of an object history.) Two sets of conditions 
are presented, involving both q and T, which guarantee the existence of another CSS 
T’ such that VSEQ(T’) = q(VSEQ(T)). As before, one set is when T’ has the same 
computation functions as T, and the other when T’ can have computation functions 
different from those of T. 
1. Preliminaries 
As mentioned in the Introduction, we are concerned with examining a certain 
closure property of interval queries on object histories. In this section, we first review 
our model for object histories, and then discuss some preliminary concepts about 
queries. A more detailed discussion about the model, together with motivational 
examples, appears in [3]. 
Throughout, Dom, is an infinite set of elements (called domain values) and U, is an 
infinite set of symbols (called attributes). For each A in U,, Dam(A) (called the domain 
of A) is a subset of Dom, of at least two elements. All attributes considered are 
assumed to be elements of U,. The symbols A, B and C (possibly with subscripts) 
denote attributes and U (possibly subscripted) a nonempty finite subset of U,. 
Let X be a nonempty finite set of attributes and Al, . . . , A, some fixed listing of the 
distinct elements of X. Then (X ) denotes the sequence Al, . . . , A,, and Dom( (X )) the 
Cartesian product Dom(Al) x ... x Dom(A,). (A sequence pl, . . . , p,,, is usually written 
without the commas, that is, as pi . . . p,.) Also, (X (Ai) denotes the prefix Al.. . Ai _ 1, 
i 2 2. (A preJix of a sequence pl.. . pm is a subsequence of the form pl.. . pi for some 
i 2 1. A sufJix of p1 . . . pm is a subsequence of the form pi.. . pm foI; some i, 1 < i < m.) 
We are now ready to define our formalization of occurrence and sequence of 
occurrences as appeared in the Introduction. 
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Definition. Let (U ) be a (finite) sequence of attributes. A computation tuple over (U ) 
is an ordered pair ((U ), u), or u when (U ) is understood, where u is an element in 
Dom((U)). A computation-tuple sequence over (U > is a nonempty finite sequence 
c of computation tuples over (U ). The set of all computation-tuple sequences over 
(U) is denoted by SEQ((U)). 
Unless otherwise stated, u, u and w, possibly subscripted or primed, always repres- 
ent computation tuples. Similarly, U, fi and @ always represent computation-tuple 
sequences, and 21, v” and 6 either a computation-tuple sequence or the empty sequence. 
With respect o (Al) of the Introduction we have the following concept. 
Definition. An attribute scheme over (U > is a triple ((S), (I ), (E)), where S, I and 
E are pairwise disjoint subsets of U (of state, input and eoaluation attributes, resp.) with 
S and I nonempty and (U ) = (S) (I ) (E). (Given sequences ( U1 ) = AI.. . A,,,, and 
(U,) = B1...B,+, (U,)(U,) = Al...A,,B1...B,,,2.) 
Using the previous notion, we now formalize (A2) of the Introduction. 
Definition. A computation scheme (abbreviated CS) over (U) is a 5-tuple 
% = ((S >, 0 >, (E >, 8, W, where 
(1) ((S),(Z),(E)) is an attribute scheme over (U); 
(2) 6= (e,-[Gin E, each ec is a partial function (called an eualuation function) from 
Dom( (U ))Pc x Dom( (U) C)) into Dam(C) for some nonnegative integer pc}; 
and 
(3) 9 = (IAl A in S, each fA is a partial function (called a state function) from 
Dom( (U )) into Dam(A)}. 
The integer pc is called the rank of ec and p = max{p,-, 11 ec in S} the rank of %7. 
Intuitively, the rank of a computation scheme is the minimum number of previous 
computation tuples on which each computation tuple computationally depends. 
The purpose of a computation scheme is to select those computation-tuple se- 
quences whose values for the state and evaluation attributes are ultimately deter- 
mined by the corresponding state and evaluation functions. More formally, we have 
the following notation. 
Notation. For each CS %’ = ((S), (I ), <E), 8, F) over (U ), let VSEQ(%?) be the set 
of all 5 = u 1 . . . u,(m 2 1) in SEQ( (U )) satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) For each 2 < h < m and A in S, t+,(A) =jA(~A_l); and 
(2) For each pc c h < m and C in3 E, u,,(C) = ec(uh_Pc,...,uh_l,uh[(U(C)]). 
3 Let (U) = AI . . . A, and (X ) a subsequence of(U). For each computation tuple u over (U), u[ (X )] is 
the computation tuple v over (X) defined by u(A) = u(A) for each A in X. 
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Clearly, VSEQ(%) is an interval-closed set. (An interoal of a sequence p1 . ..p.,, is 
a subsequence of the form pi.. . pj for some i and j, 1 < i < j $ m.) 
To formalize (A.3) of the Introduction, we borrow the following notion (appro- 
priately modified) from relational database theory. 
Definition. A constraint G over SEQ( (U )) is a mapping from SEQ(( U )) to {true, 
false}. If a@) = true, then G is said to satisfy 0, denoted til= 6. For each set C of 
constraints over SEQ((U)), let VSEQ(Z) = (6 in SEQ((U))lUl= 6, 0 in C}. 
We shall usually define a constraint 0 by just specifying VSEQ(o). [VSEQ(a) is 
written instead of the more formal VSEQ({o}).] 
The concept of a constraint for computation-tuple sequences given above is too 
general for our purposes. In order to eliminate many pathological and intuitively 
undesirable cases, the concept has to be restricted. Our notion of object history is one 
that starts from the very beginning and goes to the present. In particular, if Uu, is 
a valid history then so is U, i.e., valid histories are closed under prefix. If constraints 
were only required to be prefix closed, then the history could be encoded into the 
constraint itself. Based on these considerations and a number of examples, our 
experience suggests that an appropriate restriction is to require the property of being 
“uniform”. This is characterized by the fact that satisfaction holds uniformly through- 
out a computation-tuple sequence, i.e., holds in every interval of a computation-tuple 
sequence. 
Definition. A constraint cr over SEQ( (U)) is unform if, for each U = ul. ..u, over 
(U), iib 0 implies Ui... uj~oforalliandj,l<iQj<mm. 
Clearly, if C is a set of uniform constraints, then VSEQ(C) is an interval-closed set. 
The last concept needed for a computation-tuple sequence scheme is the “initializa- 
tion”. (See (A4) of the Introduction.) 
Definition. Given a CS %7 over (U) and a finite set C of uniform constraints over 
SEQ( (U )), an initialization (with respect to V and C) is any prefix-closed subset 9 of4 
(ti in VSEQ(‘Eg) n VSEQ(Z) II-1 u < p, p the rank of U}. Given an initialization f, let 
VSEQ(9) denote the set 4 u (c in SEQ( (U )) ) ti = fiW for some 5 in 9 of length p}. 
Clearly, VSEQ(9) is prefix closed but not necessarily interval closed. 
We are now ready to define a computation-tuple sequence scheme. 
Definition. A computation-tuple sequence scheme (CSS) over (U) is a triple 
T = (W, C, 4), where (1) ‘8 is a computation scheme over (U ); (2) C is a finite set of 
411j denotes the length of ii 
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uniform constraints over SEQ( (U )); and (3) 9 is an initialization with respect to 
V and C. 
A CSS determines valid computation-tuple sequences as follows. 
Definition. Let VSEQ(T) = VSEQ(%?) n VSEQ(C) n VSEQ(S) for each CSS 
T = (W, C, 3). A computation-tuple sequence is said to be valid (for T) if it is in 
VSEQ( T). 
Thus, a computation-tuple sequence is valid if it (i) is “consistent” with V, (ii) 
satisfies each constraint in C, and (iii) is either in the initialization or its prefix, of 
length the rank of 9, is in the initialization. 
Since both VSEQ(%) and VSEQ(Z) are interval closed and VSEQ(9) is prefix 
closed, VSEQ( T) is prefix closed. However, VSEQ(T) is not necessarily interval 
closed. 
We now turn to “queries” on object histories. For our purposes, these are mappings 
on the information set which return either a portion of it or some “derived” data from it. 
Definition. A query over SEQ( (U)) is a (partial) mapping from SEQ(( U)) into 
SEQ(<U)). 
Our interest is in queries which, when applied to an object history (= computation- 
tuple sequence), return an interval of the object history. More formally, we have the 
following concept. 
Definition. An interval query over SEQ( (U )) is a query q over SEQ( (U )) such that 
for each G in SEQ((U)), q(G) is an interval of G if q(ti) exists.5 
As mentioned in the Introduction, the purpose of this paper is to investigate when, 
given an interval query q and CSS T, there exists a CSS T’ with the same attribute 
scheme as T such that VSEQ(T’) = q(VSEQ( T)). This will be done in Sections 2-4. 
We close the section with several examples of types of interval queries. 
(Q1.l) The query Prefixk (k 2 1) which returns the first k computation tuples. That 
is, for each ii = u 1 . ..u. in SEQ((U)), Prefix,(S) = ul...uk if m 2 k, and is undefined 
otherwise. (Example: “Retrieve the initial 10 transactions in Smith’s checking-account 
history”.) 
(41.2) The query q returning the prefix whose last computation tuple is the kth 
(k 2 1) computation tuple satisfying a given “condition” in the original computation- 
tuple sequence, and everything if no such kth computation tuple exists. That is, 
5 It would be interesting to implement a query language which includes many important interval queries, 
but this is beyond the scope of the present paper. 
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q(tii i’&) = tir if the last computation tuple of U1 is the kth computation tuple in Pi i& 
satisfying a given “condition”, and q(U1 z&) = P, t& otherwise. (Example: “Retrieve 
that part of Smith’s checking-account history which starts from the first transaction 
and ends at the second deposit transaction whose amount is greater than %2000”.) 
(41.3) The query Chopk (k > l), which removes the first k computation tuples. 
That is, for each ii = u1 . ..u., Chopk@) = t&+ 1 . . . u, if m > k and is undefined other- 
wise. (Example: “Retrieve that part of Smith’s checking-account history after the first 
100 transactions”.) 
(Q1.4) The query returning the suffix which starts from the kth computation tuple 
(k 2 1) satisfying agiven “condition”. That is, q(i& I&) = ii2 if the first computation tuple 
of i& is the kth computation tuple in u”i Pz satisfying the “condition”, and is undefined 
if no such kth computation-tuple xists. (Example: “Retrieve that part of Smith’s 
checking-account history which starts from the second entry for Dec. 1, 1987’:) 
(Ql.5) The query q returning the kl + 1 through kl + k2 (k,, k2 2 1) computation 
tuples in a given computation-tuple sequence. That is, q(tl) = Prefixk, (Chop“l(ti)) if 
ltil 2 kl + k2, and is undefined otherwise. (Example: “Retrieve that part of Smith’s 
checking-account history which starts at the 1Olst transaction and ends at the 110th 
transaction”.) 
(41.6) The query q returning the interval whose first computation tuple is the kl th 
(k, 2 1) computation tuple satisfying a given “condition” and whose last computation 
tuple is the k,th (k2 2 1) computation tuple satisfying another (possibly the same) given 
“condition”. That is, q(u”Itizfi3) = U2 if the first computation tuple of i& is the kl th 
computation tuple in &k2U13 satisfying a given “condition” and the last computation 
tuple of ti2 is the k2 th computation tuple in u’i tizt& satisfying another given “condition”, 
and is undefined otherwise. (Example: “Retrieve that part of Smith’s checking-account 
history which starts at the first transaction whose resulting balance exceeds $lOooO, 
and ends at the first transaction whose resulting balance exceeds %20000”.) 
2. Arbitrary interval queries 
In this section we present if and only if (iff) conditions on an interval query q and 
CSS T = (U, Z, 3) such that q(VSEQ(T)) = VSEQ(T’) for some CSS 
T’ = (W, Z’, 9’) having the same attribute scheme as T. We establish two theorems: 
The first is for when %?’ is %, and the second when %” need not be V. Both results are 
used in later sections. 
We start with a lemma which, given a computation scheme V and a prefix-closed 
subset @ of VSEQ(U), presents a necessary and sufficient condition in order that there 
exists a CSS T = (U, C, 3) such that VSEQ( T) = 9. The condition is that each prefix 
of length the rank of % of at least one sequence in Q is the prefix of no sequence in6 
Interval (a) - a. More specifically, we have the following result. 
6 For each 4? G SEQ( (U)), Interval(W) denotes the set {U) U an interval of some element in %}. 
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Lemma 2.1. Let W be a CS over (U > with rank p and 42 a prefix-closed subset of 
VSEQ(U). Then there exists a CSS T = (W,C,9) for some C and 1 such that 
VSEQ(T) = 9! ifs 
(t) Prefix,(%) n Prefix,(Interval(Q) - 4!?) = 8. 
If(t) holds, then 42 = VSEQ((W, {e},X)), h w ere i o is the (uniform) constraint over ( ) 
SEQ((U)) dejned by VSEQ(a) = Interval(%), and (ii) 9 = {ti in 4! 1 Iti1 < p>. 
Proof. Suppose T = (W, C,.%) is a CSS such that VSEQ(T) = %. Assume (t) is false. 
Then there exists some U in both Prefix,(&) and Prefix,(Interval@) - %). Since U is 
in Prefix,(@) and % is prefix closed, U is in 49. Thus there exists some 6 in SEQ( (U )) 
such that 
(1) UO is in Interval(%) and not in Q. 
Since 4 = VSEQ(T) G VSEQ(C), 
(2) Interval(&) c Interval(VSEQ(C)) = VSEQ(C). 
By (1) and (2), ii6 is in VSEQ(C). Now Q = VSEQ(T) c VSEQ(%), so 
(3) Interval(%) c Interval(VSEQ(W)) = VSEQ(U). 
By (1) and (3), OV is in VSEQ(W). Since ii is in Prefix,(Q), ( til = p. This and the fact that 
U is in % = VSEQ(T) imply that U is in 9, whence in VSEQ(9). Hence UU is in 
VSEQ(W) n VSEQ(C) n VSEQ(S) = VSEQ(T) = a!, 
which contradicts (1). Thus (t) is true. 
Now suppose (t) holds. Let T = (U, {a}, Y), where o and Y are as given in (i) and 
(ii). Since % is prefix closed, so is 9. Also, 9 E 9 E Interval(@) = VSEQ(a) and 
9 E % G VSEQ(g). Thus, 9 is an initialization with respect o %? and u. Hence, T is 
a CSS. 
Clearly, %! c VSEQ(%) n VSEQ(a) n VSEQ(9) = VSEQ(T). For the reverse in- 
clusion, let ii be in VSEQ(T). Assume k is not in a. Since ii is in VSEQ(T) E 
VSEQ(a) = Interval(Q), ti is in Interval(Q) - 4%. Suppose lU1 < p. Then U is in 
- - 
9 E 9, a contradiction. Therefore, IUj > p. Let U1 = Prefix,(G) and U = uluZ. Since 
U is in VSEQ(T) E VSEQ(.Y), U1 is in 9 E 9. Thus, ii1 is in Prefix,@) and in 
Prefix,(Interval(%!) - a). Hence, Prefix,(%) n Prefix,(Interval(Q) - %) # 0, a con- 
tradiction. Thus ti is in Q, so VSEQ(T) G a. 0 
Condition (t) above is clearly equivalent o the following: “For each U in 4 of length 
p and each W in SEQ( (U )), if ii6 is an interval of some element in ‘$9 then UW is in a”. 
Lemma 2.1 is useful in showing that given a computation scheme W and a prefix- 
closed subset 4! of VSEQ(U), there is no CSS T = (%?, C, 9) such that VSEQ( T) = 9. 
Example 2.1. Let V = (A, B, C, I, 9) be the CS over (U ) = ABC defined as follows: 
(a) Dam(A) = Dam(B) = Dam(C) = N’; 
’ N is the set of nonnegative integers. 
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(W 8 = {ec}, h w ere ec is the function from Dam(A) x Dam(B) into Dam(C) defined 
by ec(u,b) = a + b for all a in Dam(A) and b in Dam(B); and 
(c) F = {f.), where fA is the (partial) function from Dom(( U)) into Dam(A) 
defined for all c in Dam(C) by fA(O,O,c) = 0, fA(O, 1, c) = 1, fA(l,O,c) = 1, 
&(l, 1, c) = 0, fA(2, 3, c) = 3,f,(3,2, c) = 1, and undefined otherwise. 
Now let 
9 = ((112)((O11)(112))“~,((ll2)(Oll))”:(325)(lOl)n3,(325)((ll2)(Oll))n~, 
(325)(112)(000)“~,(325)((112)(011))”~(112)~n~ in N, 1 < i < 6). 
Clearly, 49 is a prefix-closed subset of VSEQ(%?). Does there exist a CSS T = (W, C, 9) 
such that VSEQ(T) = %? Since the rank of ec is 0, the rank p of % is 1. Now 
Prefix,(%) = {(112),(325)}. S ince (112)(000) is in Interval(%) - Q, (112) is in Pre- 
fix,(Interval(%) - a). Therefore, Prefix,(%) n Prefixl(Interval(Q) - a!) # $. Thus 
(t) of Lemma 2.1 does not hold, whence there is no CSS T = (W, C, 3) such that 
VSEQ(T) = 4’~. 
We are now ready for our first theorem. It states that for a given interval query 
q and CSS T, there exists a CSS T’ with the same computation scheme as T such that 
VSEQ( T’) = q( VSEQ( T)) iff !4! = q( VSEQ( T)) satisfies condition ( t) of Lemma 2.1. 
Theorem 2.1. Let q be an interval query over SEQ( (U )) and W a computation scheme 
over (U ) of rank p. Then for each CSS T = (W, C,9), there exists a CSS 
T’ = (%,C’,Y’) such that VSEQ(T’) = q(VSEQ(T)) iffq(VSEQ(T)) is prejix closed 
and 
(7) Prefix,(q(VSEQ(T))) n Prefix,(Interval(q(VSEQ(T))) - q(VSEQ(T))) = 8. 
If such a T’ exists, then VSEQ((%,{o’},Y’)) = q(VSEQ(T)), where CJ’ is defined by 
VSEQ(o’) = Interval(q(VSEQ(T))) and 9’ = {U in q(VSEQ(T)) 1 [Ul < p}. 
Proof. Suppose q(VSEQ( T)) is not prefix closed. Since VSEQ( T’) is prefix closed for 
each CSS T’, there is no T’ such that VSEQ(T’) = q(VSEQ(T)). Now suppose 
q(VSEQ(T)) is prefix closed. Since q is an interval query, q(VSEQ(T)) c Inter- 
val(VSEQ(T)) E VSEQ(V). The result then follows from Lemma 2.1. 0 
We now apply Theorem 2.1 to a specific q and T. 
Example 2.2. Let T = (%, {o}, N) be the CSS where %? is as given in Example 2.1 (thus, 
the rank p of g is l), 9= {(000),(011),(101),(112),(235)}, and VSEQ(o) = 
(u r . . . U, 1 m 2 1, ui(A) = uj(A) implies u,(B) = u](B) for all i and j, 1 d i < j < m}. 
Let q be Chop ‘. Then q(VSEQ( T)) is prefix closed. Since (01 1)(112) is in VSEQ( T), 
(112) is in Prefix, (q(VSEQ(T))). S ince (235)(325)(112)(000) is in VSEQ(T), (112)(000) 
is in Interval(q(VSEQ(T))). And since (112)(000) is not in q(VSEQ(T)), (112) is in 
Prefix, [Interval(q(VSEQ(T))) - q(VSEQ(T))]. 
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Thus, (112) is in 
Prefix,(q(VSEQ(T))) n Prefix,[Interval(q(VSEQ(T))) - q(VSEQ(T))]. 
By Theorem 2.1, there is no CSS T’ = (%‘,C’,9’) such that VSEQ(T’) = 
qWSEQ(T))- 
The statement “q( VSEQ( T)) is prefix closed” appears in Theorem 2.1. It also arises 
in Theorem 2.2 below, as well as in Section 4. It is readily seen that the following 
property, which is on q alone, guarantees that q(VSEQ(T)) is prefix closed for every 
CSS T. 
Definition. An interval query q over SEQ( (U)) is said to be strictly downward 
existing if for each ti in SEQ( (U )) and each computation tuple u over (U >, 
jq(liu)l 2 2 implies that (q(P) exists and) q(tZu) = q(ti)o for some u, i.e., q(1) = 
Prefixl,(64l- l(qWu)). 
Clearly, for each U and U in SEQ( (U >) and each strictly downward-existing interval 
query q, if Iq(UV)l 2 151 + 1 then (q(h) exists and) q(E) = Prefi~l,(~,-)l_ IB1(q(U5)). 
Examples of types of strictly downward-existing interval queries are (Q1.2)--(Q1.4) 
of Section 1. Two other types are the following: 
(42.1) The query q returning the suffix which starts from the last computation 
tuple satisfying a given “condition’“. That is, q(ulr&) = I& if the first computation 
tuple of Iz is the last computation tuple in fil Iz satisfying a given “condition”, and 
undefined otherwise. (Example: “Retrieve that part of Smith’s checking-account 
history which starts from the last withdraw occurrence whose amount is greater than 
$2ooo”.) 
(42.2) The query Chop,, k > 1, which returns all but the last k computation tuples. 
That is, for each U = ul.. . u,,,, Chop&i) = ur . . . u,++ 1 if m > k and undefined other- 
wise. 
Note that the composition of strictly downward-existing interval queries is also 
strictly downward existing. For example, a query of type (42.1) followed by one of 
type (Q2.2) is a strictly downward-existing interval query. 
Theorem 2.1 addressed the question as to when, given a CSS T and interval query q, 
there exists a CSS T’ with the same computation scheme as T such that VSEQ(T’) = 
q( VSEQ( T)). The next theorem considers the problem as to when there exists a CSS 
T’, whose computation scheme is not necessarily the same as T but whose attribute 
scheme is the same as T, such that VSEQ( T’) = q( VSEQ( T)). It essentially states that 
such a T’ = (U’, E, 9’) exists, Yp’ of rank p’ for a given p’ > p, iff each Prefix, in 
condition (t) of Theorem 2.1 is replaced by Prefix,, . First though, we need a lemma 
which provides a basic characterization for changing computation schemes. 
Lemma 2.2. Let T = (W, C, f) be a CSS with at least one evaluation attribute and let 
p be the rank of ‘4’. Then for each integer p’ > p, there exists a CSS T’ = (U’, 6, 3”) with 
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the same attribute scheme as T such that p’ is the rank of ‘3’ and 
VSEQ(T’) = VSEQ(T). 
Proof. LetV=((S),(I),(E),b,~)and(U)=(S)(Z)(E).LetT’=(V’,C,~‘), 
where 9’= {ti in VSEQ(T)Iliil <p’> and W’=((S),(Z),(E),b’,F), with 
I’ = {ec 1 C in E}. Here, ec is the (partial) function defined by 
e& ,...,Vp’-pc,U1, . . . . upc,up,+l C(ulC>l) = e&h, . . ..upc.up,+ ~C(Ulc>l) 
for each vl, . . . . up~_pc,ul ,..., up,,upc+ I in Dom( (U )). It is a straightforward matter 
to verify that T’ satisfies the conclusion of the lemma. 0 
Using Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 2.2, we now obtain the following result, 
Theorem 2.2. Let q be an interval query over SEQ( (U )) and T a CSS with at least one 
evaluation attribute. Then for each positive integer p’ there exists a computation scheme 
V’ of rank p’ and a CSS T’ = (W’, C’, S’) with the same attribute scheme as T such that 
VSEQ(T’) = q(VSEQ(T)) iflq(VSEQ(T)) is prefix closed and 
(7) Prefix,(q(VSEQ(T))) n Prefix,,[Interval(q(VSEQ(T))) - q(VSEQ(T))] = 8. 
Zf such a T’ exists, then q(VSEQ(T)) = VSEQ((U’, {o’},.Y)) for some V’, with 
VSEQ(o’) = Interval(q(VSEQ(T))) and 9’ = {ti in q(VSEQ(T))llGl < p’}. 
Proof. Suppose there exists a CSS T’ = (U’, Y,9’), with the same attribute scheme as 
T, such that p’ is the rank of %’ and VSEQ( T’) = q( VSEQ( T)). Clearly, q( VSEQ( T)) 
is a prefix-closed subset of VSEQ(%‘). By Lemma 2.1, (t) holds. 
Now suppose that q(VSEQ(T)) is prefix closed and 
( * ) p’ is some positive integer for which (t) holds. 
Let Q = q(VSEQ(T)), T = (W, C, Y), and p be the rank of Gr?. Three cases arise. 
(a) p’ = p: The conclusion then holds by Theorem 2.1. 
(B) p’ c p: Then Prefix,(%) n Prefix,(Interval(Q) - a) = 8. (For suppose other- 
wise. Then there exists some computation-tuple sequence U which is in both Pre- 
fix,(4) and in Prefix,(Interval(Q) - %!). Since p’ < p, Prefix,.(P) is in both Pre- 
fix,.(4%) and in Prefix,(Interval(%) - 9), contradicting (e).) By Theorem 2.1, there 
exists a CSS T’ = (6p, C’, S’) having the desired conclusion. 
(y) p’ > p: By Lemma 2.2, there exists a CSS T = (6, C, 3) with the same attribute 
scheme as T such that VSEQ(T) = VSEQ(T) and the rank of @ is p’. By ( * ) and 
Theorem 2.1, there exists a CSS T’ = ($, (o’),.Y’) such that VSEQ(T’) = 
q(VSEQ(T)) = q(VSEQ(T)), with cr’ and 9’ as required. 
In all cases, therefore, the conclusion of the theorem holds. Cl 
We now illustrate the preceding theorem. 
Example 2.3. Let T = (W, C, 4) be the CSS given in Example 2.2. It was shown there 
that no CSS T’ = (U,C’,9’) exists such that VSEQ(T’) = Chop’(VSEQ(T)). 
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Clearly, U in SEQ( (U )) is in VSEQ( T) iff U is a prefix of one of the computation-tuple 




(Oll)(l,m,m + 1);(112)(0,m,m);(235)(3,m,m + 3). 
Thus, U is in Chop’ (VSEQ( T)) iff U is a prefix of one of the computation-tuple s quences 
(for some nonnegative integer m and some positive integer n) in the following list: 
(325)((112)(Oll))‘;(l,m,m + l);(O,m,m);(3,m,m + 3). 
We now see if Theorem 2.2 holds for the case p’ = 2. Obviously, 
(1) Prefix,(Chop’(VSEQ(T))) = {(000)(000),(112)(011),(101)(101),(011)(112), 
(325)(101),(325)(112)} and 
(2) Prefix,[Interval(Chop’(VSEQ(T))) - Chop’(VSEQ(T))] = {(112)(000)}. 
The intersection of (1) and (2) is empty. By Theorem 2.2, there exists a CSS 
T’ = (Vi”, C’, 9’), with the same attribute scheme as T, such that the rank of %” is 2 and 
VSEQ(T’) = Chop’(VSEQ(T)). Furthermore, following the proof of Theorem 2.2, 
which in this case depends on the proof of Lemma 2.2, one such computation scheme 
97’ is (A, B, C, b’, F’), where 8’ = (ec} and 9’ = 9. Here, eb is the function from 
Dom(ABC)‘xDom(AB) into Dam(C) defined by e~(al,b,,cl,a2,b,,c,,u~,b3) = 
ec(u3, b3) for each a,, u2, a3 in Dam(A), bl, b2, b3 in Dam(B) and cl, c2 in Dam(C). By 
Theorem 2.2, one such C’ is {o’}, where VSEQ(a’) = Interval(Chop’(VSEQ(T))); 
and one such 9’ is the set 
{U in Chop’(VSEQ(T))Iltil < 2) = {(O,m,m),(l,m,m + 1),(3,m,m + 3)Jm > 0} 
u ((000)(000),(112)(011),(101)(101),(011)(112),(325)(101),(325)(112)). 
We next exhibit a CSS T for which there is no T’ with the same attribute scheme as 
T such that VSEQ(T’) = Chopr(VSEQ(T)). 
Example 2.4. Let T = (%Z, (cr], f), with % = (A, B, C, 8, .F), be the following: 
(a) Dam(A) = Dam(B) = Dam(C) = N; 
(b) 8 = {ec>, h w ere e&z, b) = a + b for all a in Dam(A) and b in Dam(B); 
(c) F = {fA}, wheref,(u, b,c) = a for all a in Dam(A), b in Dam(B) and c in Dam(C); 
(d) VSEQ(a) is the set of all U in SEQ( (U )) for which there exists some positive 
integer n such that’ U[B] is an interval of either (O)(1)(2)(3)“(4) or (5)(2)(3)“(6); and 
(e) 9 = ((000), (055)). 
s Let (X ) be a subsequence of (U ). For each computation-tuple sequence U = u1 . . . u, over (U ), ti[ (X )] 
is the computation-tuple sequence x ,...x, over (X), where xi = ui[(X)] for each i. 
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Let Q = Chop’(VSEQ(T)). Clearly, a computation-tuple sequence is in % iff it is 
a prefix of either (011)(022)(033)“(044) or (022)(033)“(066) for some n > 1. Since 
(022)(033)(044) is in Interval(Q) - Q, (022) is in Prefixr(Interval(9) - !&). Since (022) 
is also in Prefix,(Q), 
(1) Prefix,(Q) n Prefix,(Interval(%) - %) # 8. 
Now let k be any integer greater than 1. Then (022)(033)k-‘(044) is in 
Interval(Q) - %!. Thus, (022)(033)k-’ is in Prefixk(Interval(4) - a). Since 
(022)(033)k-1(066) is in Q, (022)(033)k-’ is also in Prefix@). Therefore, 
(2) Prefix&%!) n Prefixk(Interval(%) - %) # 8. 
By (l), (2) and Theorem 2.2, there is no CSS T’ with the same scheme as T such that 
VSEQ(T’) = Chop’(VSEQ(T)). 
3. Prefix queries 
In this section, we consider a special kind of interval query called “prefix” query. In 
particular, we present wo conditions on an arbitrary prefix query q such that for each 
CSS T= (%?,C,9), q(VSEQ(T)) = VSEQ(T’) f or some T’ with the same computa- 
tion scheme as T. 
A prefix query is just an interval query which returns a prefix of a given computa- 
tion-tuple sequence. More formally, we have the following definition. 
Definition. A prejix query over SEQ( (U )) is an interval query q over SEQ( (U )) 
such that for each D in SEQ( (U )), q(U) is a prefix of U if q(U) exists. 
Some types of prefix queries are (Ql.l), (Q1.2) and (42.2). 
Our first result on prefix queries q states that q(VSEQ(T)) = VSEQ(T’) for some 
T’ with the same computation scheme as T if, for each of the two subintervals t7 of G of 
length [ii1 - 1, the length of q(V) is either the same or exactly 1 less than that of q(U). 
Specifically, we have the following result. 
Theorem 3.1. Let q be a prejix query such that 
(*) for each U oflength at least 2 and each interval Coflength \t?l - 1 ofti, iflq(U)l > 2 
then (q(6) exists and) 0 < [q(U)/ - Iq(z7)l < 1. 
Then for each T = (U,C,$), VSEQ(T’) = q(VSEQ(T)), where VSEQ(o) = 
Interval(q(VSEQ(T))), 9’ = { u in q(VSEQ(T))I Iti\ < p}, p the rank of W, and 
T’ = (W, {o}, 9’). 
The proof consists in first showing that q(VSEQ(T)) is prefix closed and then using 
an argument involving Theorem 2.1. Since the details are highly technical, they are 
relegated to Appendix A. 
One type of prefix query which satisfies ( *) is (42.2). Another is the following. 
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(43.1) The query q which returns the first k > 1 computation tuples if the length of 
the original computation-tuple sequence is at least k, and returns everything other- 
wise. That is, for each ii = u1 . . . u,, q(1) = ul . ..uk if m > k and q(1) = ii otherwise. 
A prefix query which satisfies ( * ) is the following. 
(43.2) The query q which returns the prefix whose length is the smallest integer at 
least half the length of the original computation-tuple sequence. That is, for each 
u = ui . ..u., q(1) = Ul . ..u./z if rn is even and q(U) = ul. ..I.+,,+ 1j,2 if m is odd. 
While Theorem 3.1 is applicable to many queries, there are many for which it is not. 
In particular, most prefix queries of type (41.2) of Section 1 do not satisfy (*) of 
Theorem 3.1. (For example, let q(W) return the prefix whose last computation tuple is 
the second computation tuple ( *) involving the deposit of at least $2000. Let ul, 
v2 and w2 be computation tuples satisfying (*) and wl and w3 involve the withdrawal 
of money. Then q(vlv2wlw2w3) = ulv2 and q(u,w,w,w,) = u2wlw2. Hence, 
0 6 Iq(ulu2wl w2w3)l - Iq(v2wl w2w3)l < 1 is false.) Nevertheless, as is shown by the 
next theorem, for that type of query and each CSS T = (W, Z,9), 
q(VSEQ(T)) = VSEQ(T’) for some T’ of the form (%?, Z’, 9’). 
In order to establish our next theorem, we need two lemmas. The first provides 
a condition on a prefix query q which guarantees that q can be “equivalently replaced” 
by an “all or nothing” prefix query q’ having special properties. 
Lemma 3.1. Let q be a prefix query such that (a) q(SEQ( (U ))) is interval closed, and 
(b) for each U in SEQ( (U )), q(q(ti)) = q(f) if q( -) u exists. Let q’ be the prefix query 
dejned by q’(U) = ii if U is in q(SEQ( (U )), and q’(U) is undejned otherwise. Then 
(i) q’( VSEQ( T)) = q( VSEQ( T)) for each CSS T over ( U ), and 
(ii) ifq’(U) exists, then (a) q’(U) = U and (p) q’(-) v exists for each interval V of U. 
Proof. Clearly, q’ is a prefix query and (ii)(a) holds. Since q(SEQ((U))) is interval 
closed, (ii)(p) holds. 
Turning to (i), let T be a CSS over (U). Clearly, q(VSEQ(T)) c q’(VSEQ(T)). 
Consider the reverse containment. Suppose U is in q’(VSEQ( T)). By definition of q’, 
(la) U is in VSEQ(T) and (lb) q(V) = U for some V in SEQ((U)). 
Since q is a prefix query, for some KJ’, 
(2) v = UG. 
BY (b), (2) and (lb), 
(3) q(q(U6)) = q(Uti) = ii. 
Hence, q(q(@)) = q(U). This and (3) imply 
(4) q(U) = 6. 
By (1) and (4), U is in q( VSEQ( T)). Thus q’(VSEQ(T)) c q(VSEQ(T)), whence (i) 
holds. 0 
The second lemma asserts that if q satisfies (ii) of Lemma 3.1, then q(VSEQ(T)) = 
VSEQ(T’) for an appropriate T’. More precisely, we have the following lemma. 
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Lemma 3.2. Let q be an interval query such that for each U in SEQ( (U )), if q(U) 
exists then (a) q(1) = I and (b) q(6) exists for each interval 6 of ti. Then for each 
CSS T = (%?,C, 9) ouer (U), VSEQ(T’) = q(VSEQ(T)), where VSEQ(o’) = 
Interval(q( VSEQ( T))), 3’ = { - u in q(VSEQ(T))lltil < p}, p the rank of V, and 
T’ = (%, (a’}, 9’). 
Proof. Let % = q(VSEQ(T)). By Theorem 2.1, it suffices to show that there 
exists a CSS T’ = (%‘, C’,.f’) such that VSEQ(T’) = a. Thus, assume there is 
no T’ of the form (%‘,C’,Y) such that VSEQ(T’) = q(VSEQ(T)). It follows 
from (a) and (b) that 9 is prefix closed. Hence, by Theorem 2.1, Prefix,(%) n 
Prefix,(Interval(@) - %) # 8. Then for some i&U1 
(1) ti is in Prefix,(Q), 
(2) Util is in Interval(Q), and 
(3) li& is not in Q. 
BY (a), 
(4) % c VSEQ(T). 
Since 4 is prefix closed, it follows from (1) that 
(5) ti is in Q. 
By (2), for some & and z&., 
(6) i&,ltilfiz is in Q. 
By (6) and (a), q(iiOUUlu”2) = i&,i3ili&. Combining this with (b), it follows that 
(7) q(tit&) = UUl. 
BY (4)> 
(8) Interval(%) E Interval(VSEQ(T)) c VSEQ(%) n VSEQ(C). 
BY (2) and 0% 
(9) i& is in VSEQ(g) n VSEQ(C). 
BY (4) and (5), 
(10) ti is in VSEQ(T). 
By (1) and (lo), ii is in 9. Hence, Ciil is in VSEQ(S). From that and (9), iZ1 is in 
VSEQ(T). This and (7) imply that i& is in q(VSEQ(T)) = Q, contradicting (3). 
Therefore, q(VSEQ(T)) = VSEQ(T’) for some T’ of the form (%‘, Z’,.Y’). 0 
We are now ready for our second major result on prefix queries. It states that if the 
prefix query q is idempotent, i.e., qq = q, and q(SEQ((U))) is interval closed, then 
q(VSEQ(T)) = VSEQ(T’) for some T’ with the same CS as T. More precisely, we 
have the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.2. Let q be a prefix query over SEQ((U)) such that (a) q(SEQ((U))) is 
interval closed and (b)for each 1 in SEQ( (U)), q(q(ii)) = q(P) ifq(ii) exists. Thenfor 
each T = (‘ig, Z,9) ouer (U), VSEQ(T’) = q(VSEQ(T)), where VSEQ(a’) = 
Interval(q(VSEQ(T))), 9’ = { - u in q(VSEQ(T))( ltil < p}, p the rank of %, and 
T’ = (U, {cf},.Y’). 
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Proof. Immediate from Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2. 0 
Two types of queries which satisfy (a) and (b) are (41.2) and (43.1). Another is the 
following. 
(Q3.3) Let % be a subset of SEQ((U)) such that for all distinct I1 and tiz in 9, 
neither is an interval of the other. Let qrpl be the query defined by q&Zf) = U if U is in 
Q, q%(U) = U if ii is an interval of some element in 9, and 4% is undefined otherwise.’ 
(Example: Let % = {G in SEQ( (U )) 1 lU1 = n for some given n, the last tuple of U is the 
kth computation-tuple in U satisfying a given “condition”} and q4 as above. One 
specific instance of this example is “Retrieve the first ten transactions of Smith’s 
checking-account history if the first deposit of at least $2000 is the 10th transaction; 
and retrieve the entire history if there are less than ten transactions, with the first 
deposit of at least $2000 being the last transaction”.) 
Note that conditions (a) and (b) in Theorem 3.2 are independent of any specific CSS 
T. Contrast this with the fact that if q is a prefix query (indeed, an interval query) and 
T = (W, Z;,Y) is a CSS such that q(VSEQ(T)) is interval closed, then perforce 
VSEQ(T’) = q(VSEQ(T)), where T’ = (W, (c),9’), VSEQ(a) = Interval(q(VSEQ(T))) 
= q(VSEQ(T)) and 9’ = {U in q(VSEQ(T))) ltil < p>, p the rank of W. 
Theorem 3.2 is not true if the phrase “prefix query” is replaced by “interval query”. 
Example 3.1. Let T = (%7,@, 9) be the CSS over (U ) = ABC, where W is as given in 
Example 2.4 and 9 = {(000),(011)}. Let q be the interval query defined by 
q((OOO)U) = U if ti = (022)m, 
q((Oll)U) = ii if fi is a prefix of (01 1)(022)m(01 l)“, 
q(U) = U if 6 is a prefix of either (01 l)“, (022)“‘(011)” or (011)(022)“‘(011)” 
for some positive integers m and n, and undefined otherwise. Clearly, a computation- 
tuple sequence is in q(SEQ((U))) iff it is an interval of (011)(022)“(011)” for some 
positive integers m and n. Thus, q(SEQ( (U ))) is interval closed. Also, q(q(U)) = q(U) 
if q(U) exists. And a computation-tuple sequence is in q(VSEQ(T)) iff it is a prefix of 
either (022)“‘,(011)(022)‘(011)“, or (011)” for some positive integers m and n (so 
q( VSEQ( T)) is prefix closed). Let 9 = q( VSEQ( T)). Then for each positive integer p’, 
(022)@ is in Prefix,(@) and (022)p’ is in Prefix,(Interval(%!) - 4%). By Theorem 2.2, 
there is no CSS T’, with the same attribute scheme as T, such that 
VSEQ(T’) = q(VSEQ(T)). 
Finally, (a) in Theorem 3.2 cannot be replaced by “q(SEQ( (U ))) is prefix closed”. 
‘Since q&SEQ((U>)) = Q u Interval(Q) = Interval(Q), q*(SEQ((U))) is interval closed. And clearly, 
q&q*(C)) = q,(U) if q*(U) exists. 
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Example 3.2. Let T = (%7,&4) be the CSS over (U ) = ABC, where % is as 
given in Example 2.4 and $ = ((000)). Let q be the query over SEQ((U)) defined 
by 
q(U) = ii if G is a prefix of either (000)2(011)m(000)” or (OOO)(Oll)” 
for some positive integers m and n, and undefined otherwise. Obviously q is a prefix 
query. Clearly, a computation-tuple sequence is in q(VSEQ(T)) iff it is a prefix of 
either (OOO)2(Oll)m(OOO)” or (000)(011)” for some positive integers m and n. Thus 
q( VSEQ( T)) is prefix closed. However, q( VSEQ( T)) is not interval closed since, for 
example, (Oll)(OOO) is not in q(VSEQ(T)). Since q(SEQ((U))) = q(VSEQ(T)), 
q(SEQ((U))) is prefix closed but not interval closed. Also, q(q(U)) = q(ti) if q(E) 
exists. 
Let 9 = q(VSEQ(T)) and let p’ be an arbitrary positive integer, p’ 2 2. Then 
(1) (OOO)(Ol l)P’_’ is in Prefix,@) and 
(2) (OOO)(Ol l)p’- ‘(000) is in Interval(%) - a!. 
BY (2), 
(3) (000)(011)~‘- 1 is in Prefix,,(Interval(Q) - a). 
Clearly, 
(4) (000) is in Prefix,(Q) n Prefix,(Interval(%) - a). 
By (l), (3), (4) and Theorem 2.2, there is no CSS T’ with the same attribute scheme as 
T such that VSEQ(T’) = q(VSEQ(T)). 
4. Suffix queries 
In this section, we consider another kind of interval query, the “suflix” query. In 
Section 3, we presented conditions on an arbitrary prefix query q so that for each CSS 
T = (U, C,S), q(VSEQ(T)) = VSEQ(T’) for some T’ of the form (U,Z’,9’). The 
situation for suffix queries is more complicated. We have no general theorems of 
the nature that if q has certain properties then for each T = (%‘, C,9), 
q(VSEQ(T)) = VSEQ(T’) for some T’ of the form (%,C’,9’) (or even for some T’ 
which has the same attribute scheme as T). Instead, our theorems here consist of 
conditions on q and T which guarantee that q(VSEQ(T)) = VSEQ(T’) for some 
appropriate T’. (The conditions employed are on q alone, T alone, and q and T in 
combination.) We establish two results. The first is when T and T’ have the same 
computation scheme, and the second when T and T’ only have the same attribute 
scheme. 
A suffix query is just an interval query which returns a suffix of a given computa- 
tion-tuple sequence. More formally, we have the following definition. 
Definition. A su#x query over SEQ((U >) is an interval query q over SEQ( (U)) 
such that for each C in SEQ( (U )), q(P) is a suffix of U if q(1) exists. 
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Some types of suffix queries are (Q1.3), (41.4) and (42.1). 
As mentioned above, the conditions needed for our major results are on q alone, 
T alone, and q and Tin combination. For q and T in combination, we only need to 
assume that q(VSEQ(T)) is prefix closed (as in Section 2). For T alone, we need the 
notions of a “local constraint” and a “local CSS”, concepts introduced in [3]. 
Definition. A constraint c is k-focal (k >, 1) if for all U = u1 . ..u. (m 2 k), ii + n iff 
Uie*aUi+k-l + c for all i < m - k + 1. A constraint is local if it is k-local for some k. 
k-local constraints are of importance for a practical reason, namely, for ease of 
validity maintenance in adding computation tuples [3]. Indeed, suppose c is a k-local 
constraint. Then to maintain the satisfaction of cr for adding a computation tuple u to 
a computation-tuple sequence U in VSEQ(o), one need only check whether the suffix 
of length k of iiu is in VSEQ(a), a relatively easy task to do. 
The folIowing properties for k-local constraints were noted in [3]: 
(1) The class of k-local constraints over SEQ( (U )), thus k-local uniform constraints 
over SEQ( (U )), is closed under the logical connective A . 
(2) If d is a k-local constraint, then 0 is k’ local for all k’ > k. 
(3) If (r is a k-local constraint and Uk e for all I& l&l < k, then cr is a uniform 
constraint. 
Intimately related to the notion of a local constraint is the following concept. 
Definition. A CSS is (k-)10& if each of its constraints is (k-flocal. 
The condition on q alone is the following definition. 
Definition. A suffix query q is strictly upward existing if for each ti and each u, the 
existence of q(1) implies that (q(lu) exists and) q(G) = q(U)u. 
Clearly, if q is strictly upward existing over SEQ(( U)) and q(f) exists, then 
q(uV) = q(G)g for every V in SEQ( (U )). Thus, if q is strictly upward existing then 
knowledge of q(U) gives information on q applied to computation-tuple sequences in 
which ii is a prefix. 
Two types of strictly upward-existing suffix queries are (41.3) and (41.4). Another 
is the following. 
(44.1) The query q returning the suffix which starts just after the occurrence of the 
kth computation-tuple sequence (k 2 1) satisfying a given “condition”. That is, 
q(UI ti2) = U2 if a suffix of U1 is the kth computation-tuple sequence satisfying a given 
“condition”, and undefined otherwise. (Example: “Retrieve that part of Smith’s check- 
ing-account history which starts just after the second occurrence of two consecutive 
deposit transactions each of which involves at least $SOO”.) 
We are now ready for our first major result on suffix queries. It states that under 
certain conditions on a local CSS T and a strictly upward-existing suffix query q, 
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q(VSEQ(T)) = VSEQ(T’) for some CSS T’ with the same computation scheme 
as T. 
Theorem 4.1. Let q be a strictly upward-existing @ix query over SEQ(( U)) and 
T = (W, Z, 9) a (p + l)-local CSS over (U ) such that q(VSEQ(t)) is prejx closed, 
where p is the rank of %?. Then q(VSEQ(T)) = VSEQ(T’), where VSEQ(o’) = 
Interval(q(VSEQ(T))), 3’ = {ii in q(VSEQ(T))) Iii1 < p}, and T’ = (59, {a’},9’). 
Proof. Suppose there is no CSS T’ = (W, C’, 3’) such that VSEQ( T’) = q( VSEQ( T)). 
Let 4? = q(VSEQ(T)). Using Theorem 2.1 it is straightforward to see that there exists 
a computation-tuple sequence Pof length p and Ur such that (a) ti is in Q, (b) iitii is not 
in 9, and (c) II, is in VSEQ(U) n VSEQ(C). 
Since (a) holds and q is a suffix query, two cases arise. 
(a): ti is in VSEQ(T) and q(1) = ii. Since P is in VSEQ(T) and Iii1 = p, U is in 9. 
Therefore, titir is in VSEQ(4). From this and (c), &il is in VSEQ(T). Since q is strictly 
upward existing, q(tX,) = q(ii)& = tic& is in 9. This contradicts (b). 
(B): There exists U0 such that r&l is in VSEQ(T) and q&I) = U. Since t&U is in 
VSEQ(T) and l&,til > p, Prefix,(&ti) is in 9 and iioiifl is in VSEQ(3). Now C,,l is in 
VSEQ(T) E VSEQ(Z), tit& is in VSEQ(X) by (c), JU,,iil > p + 1 and lritirl 2 p + 1. 
- -_ 
Since C is a set of (p + l)-local constraints, uouul is in VSEQ(C). Also, UotiP1 is in 
VSEQ(%‘) since tioU is in VSEQ(T) c VSEQ(V), rXl is in VSEQ(%) (by (c)), and Jtil is 
the rank of %‘. Thus, tioiKi, is in VSEQ(S) n VSEQ(C) n VSEQ(%?) = VSEQ(T). 
_ __ 
Since q is strictly upward existing, q(uouu,) = q(loti)fI is in 43. Again, this contradicts 
(b). 
Both (a) and (j3) lead to a contradiction. Thus, there exists a CSS T’ = (W, C’,Y’) 
such that VSEQ(T’) = q(VSEQ(T)). The rest of the theorem follows from Theorem 
2.1. cl 
To illustrate the theorem, consider the following example. 
Example 4.1. Let T = (U, ( 01,02}, ((011))) be the following CSS over ABC: 
(a) V is as in Example 2.1. (Thus, the rank p of ‘3 is 1.) 
(b) ~1 and cr2 are defined for each D = u1 . . . u, (m 2 1) by aI(ii) = true iff 
u,(A) = ui+ ,(A) implies u,(B) = ui+ i(B) for all i, 1 < i < m - 1, and rr2(4 = true 
iff U,(B) = 0 or U,(B) = 1 for all i, 1 < i < m. (Clearly, {0i,U2} is a set Of 24ocal 
constraints.) 
Then ii is in VSEQ(T) iff I is a prefix of one of the following: 
(011)(101)m,(011)(112)(000)m,(011)((112)(011))m(101)“, 
(011)((112)(011))“(112)(000) 
for some positive integers m and n. Consider the strictly upward-existing suffix query 
Chop’. Then 6 is in Chop’(VSEQ(T)) iff 6 is a prefix of either 
(101)~,(112)(OOO)“,((112)(011))m(101)”, or (( 12)(011))“(112)(000)” 
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for some positive integers m and n. Since Chop’ (VSEQ( T)) is prefix closed, it follows 
from Theorem 4.1 that VSEQ(T’) = Chop’(VSEQ(T)), where VSEQ(a’) = Inter- 
val(Chop’(VSEQ(T))), 9’ = ((101),(112)} and T’ = (U, {r/),9’). 
The assumption in Theorem 4.1 that T is (p + l)-local, p the rank of %?, cannot be 
arbitrarily eliminated, as is now shown. 
Example 4.2. Let T = (U, (cJ},~) b e as in Example 2.2. Since G is not local, T is not 
local. However, here it is possible to find a CSS Tl = (W, {a}, 9) such that cl is 3-local 
and VSEQ(T,) = VSEQ(T). Indeed, let r~i be defined by VSEQ(o,) = 
Interval(VSEQ(T)). It is readily seen that for each U = u1 . . . u, (m 2 3), U is in 
VSEQ(al) iff UiUi+rUi+z is in 
{(000)3,(011)(112)(011),(011)(101)~,(101)3,(112)(000)*,(112)(011)(112), 
(235)(325)(101),(235)(325)(112),(325)(112)(000),(325)(112)(011),(325)(101)*} 
for all i, 1 < i 6 m - 2. Thus, c1 is 3-local. Also, 
VSEQ(T) = VSEQ(T) n Interval(VSEQ(T)) 
= VSEQ(%Z) n VSEQ(a) n VSEQ(S) n VSEQ(o,) 
= VSEQ(W) n VSEQ(ai) n VSEQ(Y), since VSEQ(o,) E VSEQ(o) 
= VSEQ(T,). 
Since the rank of %? is 1 and g1 is not 2-local, Theorem 4.1 cannot be applied to T,. 
Connected with the above is the fact that 
(*) there is no CSS T2 = (%7, C2, 9) such that Cz is a set of 2-local constraints and 
VSEQ(T,) = VSEQ(T). 
Indeed, suppose such a set C2 exists. Let c? be the (uniform) constraint defined by 
vSEQ@) = not in z2 VSEQ(a’) = VSEQ(C,). Clearly, ~7 is 2-local and 
(1) VSEQ(T) = VSEQ(T,) c VSEQ(C,) = VSEQ(c?). 
Then 
VSEQ(al) = Interval(VSEQ(T)) 
c Interval(VSEQ(5)) by (1) 
= VSEQ(Z). 
Combining this with the fact that {(011)(112),(112)(000)) G VSEQ(al), 
(2) {(011)(112),(112)(000)} c VSEQ(8). 
By (2) and 5 being 2-local, (011)(112)(000) is in VSEQ(5). Since (011)(112)(000) is in 
VSEQ(W) and (011) is in 9, (011)(112)(000) is in VSEQ(T,) = VSEQ(T). But 
(011)(112)(000) is not in VSEQ(T). Hence (*) holds. 
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We now consider changing the computation scheme of a given local CSS but 
keeping the same attribute scheme. By employing Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 4.1, we get 
the following result. 
Theorem 4.2. Let q be a strictly upward-existing sufix query and T = (U, C, 9) a k- 
local CSS such that T has at least one evaluation attribute and q(VSEQ(T)) is prefix 
closed. Let o’ be defined by VSEQ(o’) = Interval(q(VSEQ(T))) and 9’ = {U in 
q(VSEQ(T))llUl < max{p,k - l}}, p the rank of W. Then q(VSEQ(T)) = VSEQ(T’) 
for some T’ = (%I, {a’}, 9’) with the same attribute scheme as T. 
Proof. Two cases arise. 
(a) p B k - 1: Since C is a set of k-local constraints and k < p + 1, C is a set 
of (p + 1)-local constraints. By Theorem 4.1, VSEQ(T’) = q(VSEQ(T)), where 
T’ = (W, {a’}, 9’). 
(B) p < k - 1: Then k - 1 = max{p, k - 11. Let p’ = k - 1. Since p’ > p, there 
exists (by Lemma 2.2) a CSS T = (4B’, C, P) with the same attribute scheme as T such 
that p’ is the rank of %7’ and VSEQ(T) = VSEQ(T). Since C is a set of (p’ + 1)-local 
constraints, 
VSEQ(T’) = q(VSEQ(T)) = q(VSEQ(T)) 
by Theorem 4.1, where VSEQ(a’) = Interval(q( VSEQ( T))) = Interval(q( VSEQ( T))), 
9’ = {U in q(VSEQ(T)) IlUl < p’} = {U in q(VSEQ(T)) I Iii1 < p’} 
and T’ = (V, {a’>, 9’). 
In either case, (a) or (B), the theorem holds. 0 
To illustrate Theorem 4.2, consider the following example. 
Example 4.3. Let TI = (%, {a1 },Y) be the local CSS over (U) = ABC given in 
Example 4.2. The rank p of %’ is 1 and a1 is 3-local. Let q be an arbitrary strictly 
upward-existing suffix query such that q(VSEQ(T,)) is prefix closed. Following 
Theorem 4.2, let k = 3. Let V’ be the computation scheme (A, B, C,S’,F’), with 
rank p’ = max{p, k - l} = 2, given in Example 2.3, let VSEQ(a’) = 
Interval(q(VSEQ(T,))), and let 9’ = {U in q(VSEQ(T,)) I Iii1 < 2). By Theorem 4.2, 
VSEQ(T’) = q(VSEQ(T,)), where T’ = (%“, {a’},Y’). 
Since Chop’ is strictly upward existing and Chop’( VSEQ( T,)) is prefix closed, 
Example 2.3 is a special case of Example 4.3. 
Theorem 4.2 implies the following: “For each local CSS T with at least one 
evaluation attribute and each strictly upward-existing suffix query q such that 
q(VSEQ(T)) is prefix closed, there exists a CSS T’ with the same attribute scheme as 
T such that VSEQ(T’) = q(VSEQ(T))“. The assumption that T is local cannot be 
arbitrarily removed. Indeed, consider T in Example 2.4. Clearly, a is not l-local. 
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For each k 2 2, (Oll)(022)(033)k-’ and (033)k-‘(066) are in VSEQ(o) but 
(01 l)(022)(033)k-‘(066) is not. Thus, cr is not k-local for k > 2. Hence, T is not local. 
Furthermore, Chop’(VSEQ(T)) is prefix closed and Chop’ is a strictly upward- 
existing suffix query. However, as shown in Example 2.4, there is no T’ with the same 
attribute scheme as T such that VSEQ( T’) = Chop’ (VSEQ( T)). 
The condition in Theorem 4.2 that q be strictly upward existing cannot be elimi- 
nated. 
Example 4.4. Let T = (U, {c},.Y) be the CSS over ABC where V is as in Example 2.4, 
9 = { (033), (044)}, and c is defined for each U = ul.. . u, by b(U) = true iff for all i, 
1 < i < m - 1, ui(B)ui+l(B) is in ((3)(2),(2)(2),(2)(3),(4)(1),(l)(2)}. 
Clearly, d is 2-local. Also, VSEQ(T) is the set of all prefixes of the sequences in 
{(033)(022)“1(033)(022)“2 . . . (02 )“j 1 j 2 1, each ni 2 l} 
u {(044)(011)(022)“~(033)(022)“~(033)...(022)”~ lj 2 1, each ni > l}. 
Let q be the suffix query defined for each u1 .,.u, by 
4th . ..u.) = ul . ..u. if u,(B) < ... < u,(B), 
q(u1 . ..a.) = r.&...u, if uk(B) < -.’ < a,(B) < r&-r(B) 
for some k, 2 < k < m, and q(ul . ..u,) is undefined otherwise. 
Note that q is strictly downward existing, so q( VSEQ( T)) is prefix closed. (Indeed, 
suppose q(#r...#,) = &...a, for some k, 1 <k< m- 1. If k= 1, then 
u,(B) G **a < u,(B), so q(u1 . ..&_I) = Ur...U,_r. Suppose k > 2. Then 
#k(B) G ... < u,(B) < Uk-I(B). Therefore, uk(B) < *** < u,_,(B) < #k-r(B), so 
q(u1 . ..u._ 1) = &...u,_ 1 .) However, q iS not Strictly upward c&if@ (bCCaUSC 
q((O33)(022)) = (022), but q((O33)(022)(033)) is undefined). 
Clearly, q(VSEQ(T)) is the set of all the prefixes of the computation-tuple se- 
quences in { (033), (044), (022)m, (011)(022)“(033) ) m, n 2 l}. Then for each positive 
integer k, (022)k is in q(VSEQ(T)), (022)k(033) is not in q(VSEQ(T)), and (022)k(033) 
is in Interval(q(VSEQ(T))). Thus, for each positive integer p’, (022)p’ is in 
Prefix,(q(VSEQ(T))) and (022)p’ is in Prefix,, [Interval(q( VSEQ(T))) - 
q(VSEQ(T))]. By Theorem 2.2, there is no CSS T’, with the same attribute scheme as 
T, such that VSEQ(T’) = q(VSEQ(T)). 
In connection with Theorems 4.1 and 4.2, the following natural question arises: 
What additional hypotheses will guarantee that the resulting CSS T’ is local? (Strictly 
speaking, this question does not fall within the theme of the paper.) One surprisingly 
simple answer is to require q to be strictly downward existing, as defined in Section 2. 
(Since this condition implies that q(VSEQ(T)) is prefix closed, the hypothesis on 
q( VSEQ( T)) can be omitted.) This leads to the following extensions of Theorems 4.1 
and 4.2, respectively. 
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Theorem 4.1’. Let q be a strictly upward-existing and strictly downward-existing ‘O 
suffix query. Suppose that T = (Fg, C, 9) is a (p + l)-local CSS, p the rank of %?. Then 
VSEQ(T’) = q(VSEQ( T)), where a’ is the (p + 1)-local constraint de$ned by 
VSEQ(o’) = Interval(q(VSEQ(T))), 9’ = {ti in q(VSEQ(T)) 1111 < p} and 
T’ = (W, {u’}, 3’). 
Theorem 4.2’. Let q be a strictly-upward-existing and strictly-downward-existing sufJix 
query, and T = (W, C, 9) a k-local CSS with at least one evaluation attribute. Let a’ be 
deJined by VSEQ(o’) = Interval(q(VSEQ(T))) and 
3’ = {ii in q(VSEQ(T))llr.il < max{p,k - l}}, 
p the rank of %. Then q(VSEQ(T)) = VSEQ(T’)for some T’ = (U’, {o/),9’) having 
the same attribute scheme as T, and a’ is k’-local for k’ = max{ p, k - l} + 1. 
For organizational purposes, the proofs are given in Appendix B. 
Appendix A 
In this appendix, we present he proof of Theorem 3.1. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. We first show that q(VSEQ(T)) is prefix closed. To this end, 
suppose that iivo is in q(VSEQ(T)). Since q is a prefix query, two cases arise. 
(a): Iv0 is in VSEQ(T) and q(Pvo) = Uvo. Since lq(iivo I 2 2, q(u) = U by ( * ). Since 
VSEQ(T) is prefix closed and iivo is in VSEQ(T), U is in VSEQ(T). Thus, G is in 
dVSEQ(T)). 
(p): For some 6= vl...v, (m > l), IvoV= ~vovl...v, is in VSEQ(T) and 
q(tivoi7) = iivo. Since liivor7( 2 2 and lq(Ivot7)l 2 2, it follows from (*) that either 
(i) q(tivo... vj) = Iv0 for all j, 0 < j < m, and q(u) = ii, or 
(ii) there exists a nonnegative integer i such that 0 < i < m - 1, q(Ivo . . . Vi) = Iv0 for 
all j, i c j < m, and q(uVo...vi) = ti. 
In (i), ii is in VSEQ( T) since Go 6 is in the prefix-closed set VSEQ( T). Thus, q(ii) = ii 
is in q(VSEQ(T)). In (ii), tivo . . . vi is in VSEQ(T) since Cooi is in VSEQ(T). Hence, 
q(i& . . e Vi) = ii is in q( VSEQ( T)). F or either alternative, ti is in q(VSEQ(T)). 
Therefore, in both cases (a) and (B), q(VSEQ(T)) is prefix closed. 
lo The class of strictly-downward-existing suffix queries is of special interest when considering the “view 
update problem” mentioned in the Introduction. Suppose that q is a strictly-downward-existing suffix 
query, VSEQ(T’) = q(VSEQ(T)) and q(t?u) = 17u for tiu in VSEQ(T). Then the deletion of u from fiu (that is, 
the “deletion through the view 6~“) can be simulated by the deletion of u from tiu since q(C) = 8. Therefore, 
if VSEQ(T’) = q(VSEQ(T)) and q is both a strictly-upward-existing and strictly-downward-existing suffix 
query, then both the addition and deletion through views can be easily simulated. 
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Now let C# = q(VSEQ(T)). Then 4 is a prefix-closed subset of VSEQ(U). Suppose 
there is no CSS T’ = (%?,C’,S’) such that VSEQ(T’) = q(VSEQ(T)). By Theorem 
2.1, there exist U and U1 such that 
(1) ii is in Prefix,(%), 
(2) Uiii is in Interval(%), and 
(3) Gil is not in 4?. 
By (1) and the fact that ‘% is prefix closed, ti is in a. Thus, there exists a J such that 
(4) Gj is in VSEQ(T) and q(tijj) = ii. 
By (2), there exist Go, i& and dj such that 
(5) u”,,UUiu”2t& is in VSEQ(T) G VSEQ(U) n VSEQ(Z) and 
(6) q(&,tXi1~2&) = i&,iiU1iiz. 
Since VSEQ(%) and VSEQ(Z) are interval closed, 
(7) Giii&i& is in VSEQ(W) n VSEQ(C) 
by (5). Since VSEQ(T) is prefix closed, U is in VSEQ(T) by (4). Since 1 Ul = p (by (l)), 
(8) U is in ,%. 
BY (7) and (S), 
(9) ii& i&i& is in VSEQ(T). 
Suppose fi,, is empty. By (6), q(UUl &t&) = UUltiz. By (9), q(uUl tiziia) is in 
q(VSEQ(T)). Thus, UUi fiz is in q(VSEQ(T)). Since % = q(VSEQ(T)) is prefix closed, 
UU1 is also in a. This contradicts (3). Thus, u”,, is not empty. Suppose I&& is empty. By 
(6), q(u”,,UUl) = i&i&. By (9) Ctii is in VSEQ(T). Since l&,UUil > 2, )q(lOiZl)I > 2, 
and q is a prefix query satisfying (*), 
(10) q(z&uE~) = u”‘$ii& 
for each suffix &I%.& of &,UUi. By (10) (with ii4 empty), we have 
(11) q(uti~) = tit&. 
By (11) and the fact that UU1 is in VSEQ(T), titii is in %! = q( VSEQ(T)). This 
contradicts (3). 
Now suppose that &, = ur...u, (m > 1) and &ii3 = wr...w, (n 2 1). Then 
[Vi . . .U,liti~ Wl . ..w.,l>2and,by(6),Iq(v,...u,titi1w1 . . .w.)l 2 2. Also by (6), two cases arise. 
(y): q(ul . ..u.iE1wl . . . w,) = u1 . ..u.uU1 w1 . . . wk for some k, 1 < k 6 n, where 
li2 = wi . ..w.. If m = 1, then q(vl tZl w1 . . . WJ = u1 El w1 . . . wk. Since q is a prefix 
query satisfying (* ), 
(12) either q(titil w1 . . . w~)=uUlwl...wj forj=k+l,<n or q(uU~~~...~,)=uU~~,...~~ 
for j = k. 
If m > 1, then the same argument can be applied repeatedly and we get 
(13) q(UUlWl...W”)=~~lWl...Wj 
for some j, k 6 j < n. Since iitii dz G3 = tici w1 . ..w. is in VSEQ(T) (by (9)), (12) and 
(13) imply that UUr w 1 . . . Wj is in q(VSEQ(T)). Since q(VSEQ(T)) is prefix closed, UU, 
is also in & = q(VSEQ(T)). This contradicts (3). 
(6): q(ul . . . u,UUl wl. . . w,) = ul. . . v,t7&, with ii2 empty. 
As in (y), it is readily seen that 
(14) qW1 w1 . ..w.) = IirilWl . ..wjfOrSOmej.l< j<n,or 
(15) q(uulwl . ..W”) = tit&. 
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If (14) holds, then Uui is in % = q(VSEQ(T)) since Uiir w1 . . . Wj is in q(VSEQ( T)) and 
q(VSEQ(T)) is prefix closed. If (15) holds, then iit& is also in % = q(VSEQ(T)). In 
either case, a contradiction of (3) occurs. q 
Appendix B 
In this appendix, we present proofs of Theorems 4.1’ and 4.2’. To do this, we need 
the following lemma which gives conditions such that the constraint G’, defined by 
VSEQ(o’) = Interval(q(VSEQ(T))), is local. 
Lemma A.l. Let q be a su.x query which is both strictly upward existing and strictly 
downward existing. Let T = (%Z, C, 9) be a CSS, p the rank of W, and o’ the uni$orm 
constraint defined by VSEQ(o’) = Interval(q(VSEQ(T))). 
(a) If C is a set of (p + l)-local constraints, then a’ is also (p + l)-local. 
(b) Zf T has at least one evaluation attribute and C is a set of k-local (k > p + 1) 
constraints, then a’ is k-local. 
Proof. Clearly 0’ is uniform since Interval(q(VSEQ(T))) is interval closed. 
Consider (a). Suppose C is a set of (p + 1)-local constraints. Furthermore, suppose 
that u t...u,(m>p+ 1 >2)andu,_,+,...u,u,+,areinVSEQ(a’).Asnotedin[3], 
it suffices to show that u1 . ..u.+ 1 is in VSEQ(a’). 
Since u 1 . . . u, is in Interval(q(VSEQ( T))), there exist o”i , fix and fiJ such that 
(1) i&v”zur . . . u,& is in VSEQ(T) and 
(2) q(v”lv”,ul...u,v”3)= iJzu1...u,&. 
Similarly, there exist Gi, 3, and fi3 such that 
(3) ~1~‘2u,_p+l...u,+1~‘3 is in VSEQ(T) and 
(4) q(~l~‘2U,_p+l...um+1~‘3)= fi’zu,_P+l...u,+l&. 
Since (1) holds and VSEQ( T) is prefix closed, v”i fi2 u1 . . . u, is in VSEQ( T). Therefore, 
(5) Prefix,(v”i Gz u1 . . . u,) is in 9 and 
(6) v”lv”zul . .. u, is in VSEQ(U) n VSEQ(C). 
Since VSEQ(W) n VSEQ(C) is interval closed and VSEQ(T) c VSEQ(%) n 
VSEQ(C), it follows from (3) that 
(7) %I-p+l... u,+ 1 is in VSEQ(W) n VSEQ(Z). 
Now the rank of W is p and C is a set of (p + 1)-local constraints. Thus, by (6) and (7) 
(8) fili&ul...u,+i is in VSEQ(%) n VSEQ(Z). 
Also, by (5) 
(9) Prefix,(v”r&u,...~,+~) = Prefix,(v’raZul...u,) is in 9. 
BY (8) and (9) 
(10) u”iv”zui . . . u,+ I is in VSEQ(T). 
Since q is strictly downward existing, Ii&u1 . ..u,,,iY3 1 2 2 and (2) holds, 
q(u”1 hu1 . ..u.) = i&u1 . ..u.. Since q is strictly upward existing, 
(11) q(dlf&ul... u,+1) = q(&%u1 . ..u.)u,+1 = t7~u~...u,u,+~. 
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By (10) and (ll), &u~...u,+~ is in q(VSEQ(T)). Thus, u~...u,,,+~ is in Inter- 
val(q(VSEQ(T))) = VSEQ(a’). 
Now consider (b). Suppose T has at least one evaluation attribute and C is a set of 
k-local constraints, with k > p + 1, i.e., k - 1 > p. By Lemma 2.2, there exists 
T’ = (U’, .Z, 9’) such that VSEQ(T’) = VSEQ(T) and the rank of hp’ is k - 1. By (a), 
0’ is k-local. 0 
We are now able to establish the following proof. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1’. Suppose that q is a strictly upward-existing and strictly 
downward-existing suffix query. Also, let T = (%‘, C, 9) be a (p + 1)-local CSS, p the 
rank of %. Since q is strictly downward existing, q(VSEQ(T)) is prefix closed. By 
Theorem 4.1 and (a) of Lemma A.l, VSEQ(T’) = q(VSEQ(T)) and 0’ is (p + 1)-local, 
where T’ and 0’ are as described in the statement of Theorem 4.1’. 0 
Finally we have the following proof. 
Proof of Theorem 4.2’. Let q be a strictly upward-existing and strictly downward- 
existing suffix query. Suppose T = (‘ig, C,9) is a k-local CSS with at least one 
evaluation attribute. Let p be the rank of %. Since q is strictly downward existing, 
q(VSEQ(T)) is prefix closed. Let U’ and T’ be as in the statement of Theorem 4.2’. By 
Theorem 4.2, q(VSEQ(T)) = VSEQ( T’). Consider 6’. Two cases arise. Suppose 
p 2 k - 1. Then k’ = p + 1 and p = max {p, k + l}. Since C is a set of k-local 
constraints and k < p + 1, C is a set of (p + 1)-local constraints. By (a) of Lemma A. 1, 
0’ is (p + I)-local, where k’ = p + 1. Now suppose p < k - 1. Since k > p + 1 and 
T has at least one evaluation attribute, g’ is k-local by (b) of Lemma A.l, where 
k=max{p,k-l}+l=k’. 0 
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